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Saying a chant, mingling activity
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Action game

Babybird can fly

Guessing game

In the forest/at the house
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In the forest/At the house – guessing game, describing animals
15 mins

 Understanding and using language for a game
 Describing an animal
Colours, animal names, big , small It is…
Body parts, it has got..(Variation )
Whole class, pair work
A5 sheets of paper per L, Blu-Tack, board
Science

Description
Brainstorm animal names with Ls. Ask them to draw one of these animals on an A5 sheet of paper. There should
be at least 10 different animal pictures in the class. While Ls are drawing the animals, draw a house and a forest
onto the two sides of the board. When Ls are ready, ask them to name the house and the forest. Then ask Ls to relate
their animals to either the farm or the forest.
T: Vera, what’s your animal?
L1: (It’s a) cat.
T: (point to the picture on the board) Does it live in the forest or at the house?
L1: At the house.
T: Put it under the picture of the house.
Repeat this with the other Ls, as well. When all the pictures are on the board describe some of the animals. The dog
is brown. It is small. It lives at the house. …
Play a guessing game in the following way:
Choose L1 to come to the front and stand with his/her back to the board. Point to one of the animals on the board,
so that L1 can’t see it. Ask Ls to say sentences about that animal. One L can say one sentence only. L1 can call the
speakers.
L2: It is small.
L3: It lives at the house.
L4: It is black and white.
L1: Cat?
Ls: Yes.
Tell Ls not to give the most useful information first, because it makes it too easy to find out the animal L1 has to
guess. Play the game some more times frontally, then form pairs and let Ls play the game in pairs.
Variation for Ls who know the names of the body parts and know the’ it has got’ structure
Ls can give extra information about the animals eg. It has got four legs. It has got two ears.
Extension
Ask Ls to choose an animal and draw it into their exercise book with the forest or the house in the background.
Then, invite them to introduce it to the others.
L1: It is Masa. It is a squirrel. It is brown and it lives in the forest.
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Babybird can fly – Action game
10 mins

 Understanding simple instructions
 Saying sentences and acting out corresponding actions
 Making finger puppets (Variation)
Bird, nest
Frontal
Photocopies of models of bird finger puppets per L
(Variation)
Games, Art (Variation)

Description
Draw a picture of a nest on the board. Ask Ls what it can be. Draw a nestling in it as well. Ask Ls to come to the
front and be baby birds.
T: Squat down. You are in a nest. Sleep. Open your eyes. Stretch. Look around. Fly. 1,2,3, help! (imitate flying but
do it very miserably).Oh, it’s super. (enjoy flying)
Say and perform the action game. Invite Ls to do the actions with you silently. Repeat this a few times. Then,
say the sentences but do not show the actions. Watch Ls do the actions and help them with movements if needed.
Gradually, involve Ls in joining you in saying the sentences, as well.
When Ls are confident in saying and following the instructions, play the game again by saying the instructions at
random or asking a volunteer to say the sentences.
Act out that the little bird is happy, sad, angry or sleepy. Say the text in a happy, sad, angry or sleepy way. Do it as
many times as necessary for Ls .
Variation
Hand out photocopies for Ls (app 10 x 10 cm) of the model of a bird puppet finger. Tell Ls to cut out the models
and stick them on their index fingers. Play the action game with the puppets. Form a nest with your other hand and
move your index finger according to the action game.
Extension
Mime an action from the action game. Ls have to guess which sentence you perform and say the sentence. The first
L to find out the sentence correctly can have the next turn. Ask Ls to do the activity in pairs.
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Footprints – matching activity, listening comprehension
15 mins

 Matching animals to their footprints
 Understanding the rules of a game and following instructions
 Building association between words and corresponding pictures
Names of animals (bear, deer, rabbit, bird, hedgehog, squirrel, ant) Is it a…?
Have you got a…? Names of places: lake, tree, river, house, hill, cave, flower
Frontal
Pair work (Extension)
Picture cards (A4 size) of forest animals: bear, deer, rabbit, bird, hedgehog,
squirrel, ant, 5 picture cards (A5 size) of the footprints of these animals,
picture cards (A6 size of thik paper) of places: lake, tree, river, house, hill,
cave, flower (Extension)
Science

Description
Before the lesson:
Prepare 7 picture cards of forest animals (bear, deer, rabbit, bird, hedgehog, squirrel, ant) and bring them to class.
Make 5 photocopies of the footprints of each animal that is 35 cards altogether. Hide them in the classroom on the
floor under the desks and chairs. Move the chairs and desks in the classroom to create enough space in front of a
wall for Ls to move around.
Revise vocabulary of forest animals with the help of the animal picture cards. Stick them on the wall at least 2 m
away from each other. Introduce the word footprint. Tell Ls that these animals were in the classroom at night and
they left their footprints there. Ask Ls to walk around the room and find the footprints of the animals hidden under
the desks and chairs.
When Ls have found all the hidden footprints, ask them to take the cards of the footprints they found and squat
down in a circle. Ask L1 what kind of footprint he/she has got. There are 35 footprints altogether, so some Ls may
have more than one card. Ls ask and answer each other in chain. Discuss the answer of each L with the other Ls.
T(to L1): Kati, which animal’s footprint have you got?
L1: It’s a bear’s.
T(to all Ls): Is it a bear’s?
L2: No, it’s a hedgehog’s footprint.
T: Look. (Show Ls two picture cards – with the footprints of a bear and a hedgehog.). This is a big animal’s footprint, this one is a smaller animal’s footprint. Is it a hedgehog’s or a bear’s footprint?
Ls: A hedgehog’s.
When a card is guessed correctly, ask the L who holds it to put the card of the footprint on the floor in front of the
wall where the picture card of the correspondent animal is.
T: Good. Now, Kati, put this card on the floor over there in front of the hedgehog (on the wall) . Then, ask Peti about
his animal. Ask: ‘What footprint is it?’
L1: What footprint is it?
L2: It’s a …
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L1: Peti, have you got a…?
When all the footprint cards are guessed and put on the floor in front of the wall, ask Ls to arrange the footprint
cards to form paths perpendicularly to the wall. Ask Ls to stand up. Turn your back to Ls not to see them. Ask Ls to
stand on one of the footprint cards. Say two animals’ names. Those Ls who are standing on the footprints of these
two animals are out and have to sit down, the other Ls can stay in game.
T: Hedgehogs and birds. (Ls standing on the footprints of hedgehogs and birds are out and sit down.)
T: OK. Bears, rabbits, squirrels, ants, deer, you are in the game. Go to another footprint.
Choose L1 (from those Ls who are out) to stand turning his/her back to other Ls. When he/she turns away from Ls
who are still in the game, Ls can change place and step on other footprints. Ask L1 to call out the two animals. Ls
standing on those two cards are out.
Play the game until only one L stays in game. He/she is the winner. Repeat the game again.
Variation for groups that like competition
When L1 turns his or her back to other Ls and says the names of two kinds of animals tell Ls to try to stand on one
of the footprint cards of those two animals.
L1: Squirrels and ants. (Ls run fast to ’conquer’ a footprint card since there are only 10 cards altogether of the footprints of two animals. So only 10 Ls stay in game.) Take away 2 cards from each kind of footprint cards (so only 3
footprint cards remain at every animal picture) and tell L2 to call out two animal names.
L2: Bears and deer. (Ls run fast to ’conquer’ a footprint card since there are only 6 cards altogether of the footprints
of two animals. So only 6 Ls stay in game.) Take away 1 card from each animals footprints…
Go on playing the game and taking away some cards after each round until only one L stays in. He/she is the
winner.
Extension
Tell Ls that they are in an imaginary forest, where the paths of the animals can bee seen on the ground. Ask them
to spread the footprints on the ground at random. Put picture cards (A6 size on thick paper) of places (lake, tree,
river, house, hill, cave, flower) on the wall around.
Tell Ls that they will take up the roles of animals and can only step on the footprints of the animal they take the
role of.
T: You are rabbits. Rabbits, go to the river. (Ls have to reach the lake by stepping only on the footprints of the
rabbits.)
They can start at the same time, and follow each other.
Choose a L to substitute you in saying instructions to the others.
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Deer like leaves – memory game
15 mins

 Playing a memory game
 Making sentences based on visual clues
 Relating animals to the food items they like to eat
Spider, fly, rabbit, carrot, deer, leaf, squirrel, nut, bird, worm
Numbers 1-10, Do you like? (Extension)
Whole class
Pictures of the following things (app 7 cm x 7cm): spider, fly, rabbit, carrot,
deer, leaf, squirrel, nut, bird, worm, Blu-Tack
Science

Description
Before the lesson:
Prepare the pictures of animals and their food. Put the pictures in two coloumns on the board. On the right side of
the board put the pictures of the spider, rabbit, deer, squirrel, bird. On the left side, put the pictures of a fly, carrot,
leaf, nut and worm at random.

Revise or learn the names of the animals and food items on the board. Elicit answers. Ask L1 to come to the board
and find out what the rabbit likes the most. Discuss other options eg. rabbit-leaf, bird-fly, but only accept the most
typical one. Give L1 a chalk and ask him/her to match the picture of the rabbit to the picture of the food the rabbit
likes most.
L1: (The rabbit likes) carrots.
Do the same with the other animals, as well (spider-fly, rabbit-carrot, deer-leaf, squirrel-nut, bird-worm). Take off
the pictures keep them in your hands and ask Ls to repeat the sentences again. Help Ls by holding up picture cards
if they do not remember the sentences.
Wipe the board and shuffle the cards. Put them back on the board face down in a jumbled way. Write numbers from
1 to 10 under each picture.
Please, note that it is important to stick to the pairs agreed on earlier so that all cards have a pair in the game. The
group who has more pictures at the end of the game is the winner.
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Divide Ls into two groups and tell them that you will play a game. The aim of the game is to find pairs - an animal
and the food item which the animal likes most. Groups take turn turning over two cards at the same time. If the
cards are pairs Ls can keep them if they aren’t, pairs cards should be put back. It is the turn of the other group. The
group which collects more pairs of cards is the winner. Ask a L from Group 1 to say 2 numbers from the board.
L1: 1 and 8.
T: ( turns over the cards). What are they?
L2 (from Group1): Rabbit and deer.
T: Are they pairs? Do rabbits like eating deer?
L1: No.( Rabbits don’t like eating deer).
Ask L3 from Group 2 to say 2 numbers. If L3 finds a pair, that is the two numbers he/she says refer to an animal
and the food it eats, he/she can take and keep the pictures till the end of the game.
T:.Squirrels eat berries…
Please, note that it is important to stick to the pairs agreed on earlier so that all cards have a pair in the game. The
group who has more pictures at the end of the game is the winner.
Variation for Ls who know the animal names only
Make two sets of animal cards. The picture cards of food items are not needed in this variation of the activity. Skip
the introductory part, and play a memory game instead with the animal cards only. Ls task is to find the pictures
of the same animals.
Extension
Put the pictures of animals onto the board and ask L1 to think of one of the animals.The others have to find out
which animal he/she thinks about by asking questions about what he /she likes to eat. Ls answer the questions in
the name of the animal he/she chose.
T: (to L1): Ask Peti: ‘Do you like…?’
L1: Do you like flies?
L2: Yes./ No.
L3: Do you like leaf/ leaves?
L2: Yes.
L3: (Are you the) deer?
L2: Yes.
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Where can I sleep? – drama, acting out a short story
20 mins

 Understanding and acting out a short story
 Rewriting a story (Extension)
 Making puppets and acting the story out (Variation)
Ant, squirrel, bird. Sun, Moon, dark, sleep, Thank you, Good morning,
Goodbye, You’re welcome.
Whole class, group work
Individual (Variation)
A picture of an ant, squirrel, bird
Drama, Art (Variation)

Description
Prepare the pictures of animals. Show the pictures of an ant, a squirrel and a bird to Ls. Draw a big tree with leaves,
braches and a hole on it in the board. Draw a moon and say that it’s dark at night (cover your eyes) and ask Ls where
these animals can sleep.(mime sleeping). Elicit answers and introduce new words of homes of animals: ant/leaf,
squirrel/hole, bird/ branch.
Introduce the tale. Use the drawings on the board, gestures and use the 3 animal pictures as puppets to act out the
story.
TREE-TALE
Ant: It’s dark .Where can I sleep?
Tree: Come to me. Sleep on my leaf.
Ant: Thank you.
Squirrel: It’s dark .Where can I sleep?
Tree: Come to me. Sleep in my hole.
Squirrel: Thank you.
Bird: It’s dark .Where can I sleep?
Tree: Come to me. Sleep on my branch.
Bird: Thank you.
Sun: Good morning everybody.
Ant, squirrel, bird: Good morning. Goodbye tree. Thank you.
Tree: Goodbye. You’re welcome.
Choose Ls to take the roles of the tree, ant, squirrel, bird, Sun and the Moon. Create a scene for acting out the
situation. The tree stands in the middle with its arms in the air (these are the branches) and legs apart. The hole
for the squirrel is between the legs of the L who is the tree. Behind the tree there is another L who is the Moon.
Animals are on the left side. Act out the story. Animals appear one by one and the characters repeat the sentences
you say. Act out the story with other Ls as well. Divide Ls into groups of 6 and let them practise the role play in
their groups. Groups perform the role play to each other.
Variation for groups that can be motivated by craft work
Ask Ls to make puppets for the characters of the story and act the story out with them.
Extension
Brainstorm some more animals that can sleep around the tree eg. a rabbit/under the tree, a ladybird/on the leaf etc.
Add new elements to the story. Act out the story with the new characters.
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Colours of seasons – saying a chant, mingling activity
20 mins

 Understanding and saying a chant
 Matching colours to seasons
 Exchanging information
 Learning how to co-operate
Names of the four seasons, colours, I have got…, text of the chant
Individual
Group work
4 coloured and 4 black and white picture cards (A4 size) of the four seasons
on them, coloured pencils
Art
Science

Description
Before the lesson:
Prepare a coloured and a black and white set of 4 picture cards of the four seasons. Each card shows the same tree
in the four seasons.
Teach the chant with the help of the coloured picture cards. The text of the chant:
Summer is green and orange and blue,
Winter is white and black,
Spring is purple and yellow and pink,
Autumn is brown and red.
Ask Ls to list the colours they can hear in the chant. Ask Ls to collect 10 coloured pencils: a green, a white, a
yellow, a blue, a black, a brown, a pink, a purple, an orange, and a red pencil. Ask Ls to put them on a table in the
front of the classroom.
Form a circle and give the four black and white picture cards to four Ls who are not standing next to each other. Ask
them to hold the cards so that they cannot be seen. Tell Ls that they are going to colour the pictures with the help of
the chant. Ask Ls to say the chant and tell them to pass on the picture cards to the next L in the circle to the rhythm
of the chant clockwise. When the chant comes to an end, tell Ls to stop passing on picture cards. Those Ls who have
the picture cards in their hands can keep them. Instruct all the other Ls to pick up one of the coloured pencils from
the front table and not to show it to other Ls. (In case there are fewer pencils than Ls, give extra pencils to those Ls
who do not have any.) Ask Ls to mingle in class and find the groups they belong to according to the correspondent
line of the chant.
Solution: Summer: green, orange and blue
Winter: white, black
Spring: purple, yellow, pink
Autumn: brown and red
Ask Ls to tell each other what picture or colour they have got in hands. (Introduce ‘have got’ structure if necessary.)
Inform Ls that the winner is the group that has their picture coloured first.
L1: I have got a blue pencil.
L2: I have got a summer tree.
L1, L2: Hurray.
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L3: I have got a green pencil.
L1, L2, L3: Hurray!
L4: I have got a black pencil.
L2: I have got a summer tree.
L2, L4: No. (Ls go on asking other Ls.)
L5: I have got a orange pencil.
L1, L2, L3: Hurray!
Tell Ls that when they find their groups, they have to colour the picture cards with the correspondent colours
according to the chant. The winner is the group that colours the picture first).
At the end of the game announce the winner group and cheer for them.
Variation for groups that have less time for the activity and/or do not know ’have got’ structure
When Ls mingle in class, tell them to hold their pencils or pictures in hand so that everybody can see them. Ask
them to say the rhyme silently, and find the Ls they belong to.
Extension
When all the picture cards are coloured, tell Ls to say the chant and stand next to each other in a line according to
the order of the seasons and colours in the chant. Ask Ls to hold their pencils or cards they have so that every L
can see them. The order of Ls:
L2 (with the picture card of a summer tree), L3(with a green pencil), L5(with a yellow pencil), L1(with a blue
pencil) etc
Help Ls find their places if necessary
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Fly to the lake – listening game with actions
10 mins

 Understanding simple instructions and performing the - corresponding
actions

 Keeping the rules when playing a game
Minimum language
required

Organisation
Materials
Cross-curricular links

Forest, lake, cave, hill, river, to run, to fly, to hop, to jump, to swim, wolf,
rabbit, (favourite place)
Animal names (Extension1)
Is it a …? Yes, it is. No, it isn’t. (Extension2)
Frontal
5 picture cards (A4 size) of a forest, a lake, a hill, a cave and a river
Games

Description
Before the lesson:
Prepare 5 picture cards (A4 size) of a forest, a lake, a hill, a cave and a river on them.
Teach or revise the names of places (forest, lake, cave, hill, river) with the help of the picture cards.
Stick the picture cards on the wall around the classroom. Tell Ls that they will go on an imaginary trip to the
forest. Instruct Ls to move between the pictures while miming certain actions (running, flying, hopping, jumping,
swimming).
T: Run to the lake. (Ls run to the picture of the lake and stand in front of it.)
T: Fly to the cave. (Ls mime flying and walk to the picture of the cave and stand in front of it.)
T: Jump to the hill. (Ls jump to the picture of the hill and stop in front of it.)
T: Hop to the forest. (Ls hop to the picture of the forest.)
T: Swim to the river. (Ls mime swimming to the picture of the river.)
When Ls are confident enough in playing the game, ask them to go to their favourite place. If they don’t know the
expression in English, say it in Hungarian. Tell Ls that you will play a game and explain the rules. There are rabbits
and bears in the game. Bears’ task is to catch the rabbits who try to escape. Ls go to their favourite places shown
in the pictures.
T: Go to your favourite place.
T: There are bears on the hill. Ls standing at the picture of a hill take the role of bears. They will have to catch the
rabbits.
T: Rabbits in the cave and rabbits in the forest, run! Ls in front of the pictures of the cave and the forest have to
change places and run without being caught by the bears.
Tell Ls who take the role of bears that they cannot catch a L who has already reached the other place and is keeping
his/her hand on the wall.
If L1(a bear) can catch L2(a rabbit), L2 is out. Start the game again, make other Ls chase and escape. Carry on
playing the game until only one L stays in. He/she is the winner.
Variation for groups that are confident in using new vocabulary
Instead of the teacher instructing Ls to change places, Ls who take up the role of bears can discuss which groups
of rabbits to chase and say:
Ls(Bears): Rabbits of the river and rabbits of the hill, run!
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Extension1
Play the game again with the same rules but instead of saying rabbits and bears, say bears and animals. Bears
chase the animals. When saying the instruction, tell Ls how they have to move (hop, jump, run, swim) to the other
places.
T:. Animals in the cave and animals in the forest, hop. Bears on the hill, catch them.
When Ls reach the safe place (wall) ask them what animals they are.
T: What animal are you?
L1: I am a rabbit.
L2: I am a frog…
Extension2
Turn the picture cards face down and play a guessing game frontally. Point to each card one after the other and ask
Ls what it is.
T: What’s this?
L1: Is it a cave?
T: No, it isn’t.
L2: Is it a hill?
T: Yes, it is.
Organize Ls into pairs. Tell them to play a guessing game. Demonstrate it with L1 and L2. Tell L1 to think of a
place and ask what it is. Tell L2 to guess what place L1 is thinking of.
L1: What’s this?
L1: Is it a river?
T: No, it isn’t.
L2: Is it a forest?
T: Yes, it is.
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Leaves are falling - singing a song, playing a game of tag
10 mins

 Understanding and singing a song
 Acting out a short dialogue
 Understanding simple instructions and performing the corresponding
actions

 Keeping the rules when playing a game with a partner
Minimum language
required
Organisation
Materials

Cross-curricular links

Ladybird, Have you got my..?, the lyrics of the song: Leaves are falling
Bird, butterfly (Variation 1)
Under, pencil-case, exercise-book, activity book (Extension)
Whole class
A picture of a ladybird app. 3 cm x 3 cm
A sheet of paper (app. 10 cm x 10 cm) for each L, coloured pencils
(Extension)
Games

Description
Before the lesson:
Teach Ls the song ’Leaves are falling, falling’ to Ls.

Create enough place to form a circle and to play a game of tag.
In class, ask Ls to form a circle. Tell them that they are trees and their fingers are the leaves of the tree. Sing the
song Leaves are falling, falling., mime the song and ask Ls to join in miming while swinging your hands and
moving them towards the ground very slowly. At the end of the game squat down and put your palms on the
ground. Sing the song again but at the end of the game tell Ls to stay in squat position with their palms on the
ground and ask them to close their eyes. Put a picture of a ladybird under one of the palms of L1. Go into the
middle of the circle. Ask Ls to open their eyes:
T (to Ls): Where’s my ladybird? It’s on the ground, under the leaves. Have you got my ladybird, Zoli?
L2: No. (Ask L2 to lift up his hands.)
T: Zsuzsi, have you got my ladybird?
L1: Yes.( She lifts up her hand and shows the picture of the ladybird)
Repeat this a few times until Ls understand the game.
Introduce the game element:
Choose L1 to stand in the middle and ask the others to sing the song again and squat down with their hands on the
floor. Then ask L1 who stands in the middle to close his/her eyes. Hide the picture of the ladybird under L2’s palm.
Tell L1 to open his/her eyes and try to find out who has the ladybird.
L1: Timi, have you got my ladybird?
If the answer is yes, L1 has to catch L2. L2 has to run around the circle.When L1 catches L2, choose another L to
stand in the middle and play the game again.
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Variation 1 for Ls who need more practice with vocabulary
Instead of the picture of a ladybird put some different pictures under Ls’ palms. Before Ls start singing the song
and playing the game, show the pictures eg. 3 pictures of a butterfly, 2 pictures of a bird, 3 pictures of a ladybird to
Ls. This way, several Ls have got pictures. Ask L1 to stand in the middle of the circle and ask questions.
L1: Zoli, have you got my bird?
L2: No, (I haven’t)..
L1: Ági, have you got my ladybird?
L2: No…
Continue the game the same way as described above.
Variation 2 for large classes
If it is difficult to rearrange the classroom, play the game with Ls seated in their places. Ask L1 to come to the front.
The others sing the song but they mime leaves that are falling down only with their arms and hands. At the end
of the game their hands are on the desk. Tell one L to close his/her eyes and hide the picture(s) under Ls’ palms.
Continue the game the same way as above. The game of tag is between the desks if it is safe enough.
Extension
Give each L a sheet of paper (app. 10 cm x 10 cm). Show them how to fold a ladybird.

1

2

3

4

Ask Ls to colour it. Play a guessing game with the ladybird. Put Ls in pairs. Ask L1 to hide his/her ladybird somewhere around him/her. eg.under the chair or under the activity book, exercise-book, pencil-case. His/her partner
has to guess where it is.
L2: (Is it) under the pencil-case?
L1: No, (it isn’t).
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Time
Foci of skills
development
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Organisation
Materials

Cross-curricular links

Rubbish hunting – action game with a chant
15 mins

 Chanting in time
 Understanding and following instructions
 Environmental awareness
The text of the chant
Frontal, individual
Small groups (Extension)
picture cards (3 cm x 3 cm) for each L – on three cards there is a bin, on the
others there is rubbish
A3 sheets of thick paper, felt tip pens and crayons for each group (Extension)
Music

Description
Before the lesson:
Prepare picture cards (3 cm x 3 cm) for each L: 3 Ls with the picture of a bin and pictures of rubbish for the other Ls.
Squeeze the cards into balls and spread them on the floor in class.
Ask Ls to stand in a circle. Introduce and teach the chant while miming it:
Rubbish on the ground, rubbish on the ground,
Pick it up, pick it up, rubbish on the ground.
Put it in the bin, put it in the bin, pick it up, pick it up, rubbish on the ground.
Everything is clean, everything is clean,
Yippee-a, yippee-a, the forest is green!
Tell Ls that they are in the forest.
T: We are in the forest. Look. What’s the problem? (Point to the paper balls on the ground.)
L: Rubbish on the ground.
T: Yes, it’s a big problem. Let’s clean the forest.
Tell Ls to say the first verse of the chant together, walk around in class and pick up one-one piece of paper. When
the chant comes to its end, ask Ls to open the paper balls and look at the picture on it. Tell L1, L2 and L3, who have
the picture cards with the bin on them to hold hands in a chain and take up the role of the bin. Tell other Ls who
have the pictures of rubbish to squat down and take up the role of rubbish.
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Tell Ls that they will play cleaning the forest. Explain the 3 Ls who play the role of the bin to say the chant, and
walk around. Ask L1 and L3, who have free hands, to touch the heads of the squatting Ls one by one, who have to
stand up after being touched and join the chain of ‘the bin’, say the chant and help ‘cleaning the forest’.
L1, L2, L3: Rubbish on the ground, rubbish on the ground, pick it up, pick it up, rubbish on the ground. (They walk
around and touch Ls’ heads one by one.)
L1, L2, L3, L4, L5 (after their heads are touched they join the chain): Put it in the bin, put it in the bin, pick it up,
pick it up, rubbish on the ground.
When all Ls are in the chain, form a circle and say the second verse of the chant miming trees:
Ls: Everything is clean, everything is clean, yippee-a, yippee-a, the forest is green!
Variation for Ls who need practice in feeling the rhythm of the chant
Instead of squatting, ask Ls to stand up and step on the beats of the chant-stressed syllables underlined in the text of
the chant. Tell them to try to avoid meeting L1, L2 and L3 who take up the role of the bin. Tell L1, L2 and L3 who
hold hands in chain, also to step to the beats of the chant and try to catch other Ls.
Extension
Collect Ls ideas about a polluted forest and a clean forest (Accept ideas in Hungarian). Eg: rubbish on the groundflowers in the grass; yellow leaves-green leaves; sad animals-happy animals. List them on the board. Make groups
of four and ask Ls to make a poster about their own ideas that encourages people to save the forests. Hand out A3
sheets of thick paper, felt tip pens and crayons for each group. When groups are ready, tell them to introduce their
posters.
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Who is behind the tree?-– role play
20 mins

 Drawing and guessing animals
 Giving simple instruction to peers (Variation 2)
 Describing learners’ own drawings
Squirrel, bear, deer, fox, rabbit, tree, colours Is it a..? It’s a…, What is
behind…?
Bush, flowers, house (Variation 1)
Frontal, individual
Pictures on A4 size sheets of paper: a green tree, a yellow tree, an orange
tree, a brown tree, a red tree
Art and Crafts

Description
Before the lesson:
Draw five pictures of animals (bear, deer, fox, rabbit, squirrel) onto the board. They must be bigger than an A4
paper. Cover the drawings with A4 pictures of coloured trees so that the ears and tails of the animals can be seen .

Point to one of the pictures and ask Ls:
T: What is behind the red tree?
L1: (Is it a) rabbit?
T: Yes. The rabbit is behind the red tree.
Ask questions about the other pictures, as well. Elicit answers.
Give Ls A4 sized sheets of paper and ask them to draw one big animal of any kind. The drawing should fill the
whole paper. Ask Ls not to show the pictures to each other. Next, give each L an A5 sheet of paper and ask them
to draw a tree on it and colour it. When Ls are ready, tell them to form a circle and put the picture of the tree on
the picture of the animal and place them in the middle of the circle. (This means that several animals are hiding
behind the trees.)
Ask questions
T:Who is behind the that blue tree? (Point to a picture of a L.)
L1: (Is it a) lion?
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L2: No. ( the owner of those pictures)
L3: Is it a goat?
Let Ls point to a drawing and ask the question Who is behind this red tree? from each other. Elicit answers. This
game can be played in smaller groups or frontally.
Variation 1 for Ls who have richer vocabulary
Instead of coloured trees ask Ls to draw the pictures of other plants or object that they can hide behind eg bush,
flowers, house etc. Follow the procedures described above.
Variation 2 for Ls that work faster
Ls who are ready with their drawings can play the following game while waiting for the others to finish their
drawings.
Collect the pictures of trees and animals, put them near each other so that they can be seen easily. Tell Ls where the
animals are hiding. Ls have to combine the corresponding pictures.
T: The deer is behind the purple tree. L1 who has the deer picture has to put his picture behind L2’s purple tree
picture on the ground. Ls can say the next instructions.
Extension
Collect the pictures of animals and trees. Organize the pictures in an order so that the animals have a hiding place
different from those in the lesson. Attach the pages together to make a book. Make a cover for it. In class, start
‘reading’ the book together and ask Ls to guess where the animals are hiding.
L1: What is behind the green tree?
L2. A lion./ Is it a lion?
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Sad tree – happy tree – making a puzzle
20 mins

 Understanding expressions and matching them to puzzle pieces
 Doing a puzzle
 Learning how to co-operate
 Environmental awareness
Happy, sad, yellow, blue, grey, tree, bird, sun, flower, lake, duck, rubbish,
bin
Group work
2 picture cards (A4) cut into jigsaw pieces, 2 blank sheets of paper (A4) and
coloured pencils per group(Variation)
a thick piece of coloured paper (A1) and coloured pens per group (Extension)
Science

Description
Before the lesson:
Prepare two landscape pictures
The landscape in Picture A is dirty and sad, in picture B it is clean and happy. Put the pictures on each other and cut
them into 7 pieces so that they form a jigsaw (the pieces depict whole figures of the pictures).
In Picture A there is an unhappy and unhealthy tree (on piece 1) with a few leaves only. A bird (on piece 2) is sitting
sadly under the tree. There is rubbish (on piece 3) in the grass. The sun (on piece 4) is unhappy in the sky. There is a
grey lake (on piece 5) near the tree. A sad duck (on piece 6) is sitting next to the lake. There is a sad bin (on piece 7)
next to the tree.
In Picture B there is a happy and healthy tree (on piece 1), a smiling bird (on piece 2) is flying over the tree, and there
are yellow flowers (on piece 3) around the tree. The sun (on piece 4) is smiling in the sky. Near the tree there is a blue
lake (on piece 5) with a duck (on piece 6) swimming in it. There is a bin (on piece 7) smiling near the tree.
Mix the pieces of the two pictures and stick them on the board.
Divide Ls into two groups. Tell both groups to sit at a desk that is quite far (app. 5m) from the board. Tell Ls that they
will do a jigsaw puzzle after dictation. Tell L1 (from Group1) and L2 (from Group2) to come to the board. Whisper a
part of picture A into L1’s ears first, then a part of picture B into L2’s ears then clap your hands and tell them to take
the pieces to their groups.
T (to L1 of GroupA): A happy bird. (to L2 of Group B): A sad bird. (Clap.) Now take the picture and run back to your
groups.
Ask L1 and L2 to send the next L from their groups to go to the board. Then whisper another part of the picture to L3
and L4, tell them to pick those pieces, take them back to their groups and find where that piece fits into the puzzle. Set
the order in both groups in which Ls have to come to the board. Make sure that each L takes part in the activity.
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Go on whispering the description of the other pieces of Picture A and B to Ls from both groups until all the pieces
have been picked up.
T: a blue lake-a grey lake, a happy tree-a sad tree, a happy sun-a sad sun, a happy bin-a sad bin, white flowersrubbish, a happy duck-a sad duck.
The groups try to make the puzzle. The group that can complete the puzzle first is the winner. After praising the
winning group, ask Ls to compare picture A and B. Elicit the expressions you whispered to Ls. Help them with
their questions. Discuss answers in Hungarian if necessary.
T: What can you see in picture A and B?
L1: A sad tree and a happy tree.
T: What is different? Why is the tree happy/sad? How can you make the tree happy?...
Variation for Ls who are confident in understanding and using learnt vocabulary
Arrange Ls into two groups. Instead of preparing two pictures for the puzzle, give a blank sheet of A4 paper and
coloured pencils to the two groups and whisper the same picture parts into the ears of L1 (from group A) and L2
(from group B). Tell L1 and L2 to run back to their groups and dictate their parts to their group who draw the
picture.
Extension
Collect Ls’ ideas on the dangers people can cause to our environment (accept the use of Hungarian) eg: because
of air pollution lots of living things die; people cut down forests. Tell Group 1 and Group 2 to make a poster that
suggests what people can do to save the forests. Give a thick piece of coloured paper (A1) and coloured pens to both
groups. When Ls have finished, ask them to introduce their posters to the other group.
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Survival – communication game
15 mins

 Understanding and using language for a game
 Understanding and accepting the needs of others
 Carrying out short dialogues
 Environmental awareness
food, water, forest, deer, bear (hungry, thirsty) please, here you are; wolf
(Variation)
Frontal
Individual
60 picture cards (3 cm x 3 cm): 15 picture cards have a picture of water on
them, 15 have a picture of leaves on them, and 15 of a shelter in a forest
2 pebbles per L (Extension)
Science

Description
Before the lesson:
Prepare 60 picture cards (3 cm x 3 cm). 15 picture cards have a picture of water on them, 15 have a picture of leaves
on them, and 15 of a shelter in a forest.
Arrange chairs and desks in class in order to make enough space for the game.
Revise or introduce the words ‘food’, ‘water’, ‘forest’, ‘deer’ with Ls. Tell Ls that they will play a game in which
deer look for food, water or a place to hide in the forest. Organize Ls into two groups and ask the groups to stand
in two lines where Ls are standing next to each other facing the other group. The two lines of Ls should stand as
far from each other in the classroom as they can.

Introduce and demonstrate the game to Ls. Ls in Line 1 take up the role of deer that have different needs. They
need food or water or shelter in the forest. Take the pile of picture cards, shuffle the cards and hand them out – one
for each L. Ls in Line 2 take the role of nature (shelter, water, leaves): give 1 card to each L. Ask Ls not to show
their cards to each other.
Tell Ls in Line 2 (nature) not to move from their place. The “deer” have to go to Ls standing in Line 2 and ask them
if they have that kind of thing the deer need (The cards that the deer have in their hands depict what they need.) If
Ls in Line 2 have the same cards the deer ask for, they join the deer in Line 1. Demonstrate the game.
T: Now, deer (Line 1), you are hungry – you need food .If I clap my hands, run to the other line and whisper: ‘Food,
please. L1 goes to a L in line 2 and says:
L1 (deer): Water, please.
L2 (food): No. L2 has not got the card of food, so he/she rejects the request. L1 goes to another L in line 2.
L1: Water, please.
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L3 (forest): No. L3 has not got the card of food.
L1: Water, please. L4 has got the card of food
L4: Yes, here you are. L1 and L4 hold hands and go back to Line 1 together – L4 becomes a deer.
Tell Ls who take up the role of deer to find out what they need very fast, because the faster deer might get what they
need from Ls in line 2 before them. Ls who cannot satisfy their needs, die and become part of the nature: in the
next round they will stand in Line 2. When L1 (deer) finds L2 from line 2 who has the card showing what L1 needs,
he/she can go back to Line 1 followed by L2. So the number of Ls playing changes from time to time.
Before playing a new round, collect picture cards, shuffle them and hand them out to Ls again. Take out the pictures
of water in one round, to make Ls notice the necessity of water.
Variation for Ls who are confident in playing the game
Tell 2 Ls to take up the role of wolves who stand in the middle and try to catch Ls who take the role of deer. If
L1(deer) is caught by L2(wolf), he/she becomes part of the nature (Line 2).
Extension
Brainstorm ideas on what we need water for.
T: Deer need water. What else needs water?
L1: Flowers.
L2: Rabbits…
T: Yes, and they can get water when it’s raining.
Tell Ls that they will imitate rain. Hand out 2 pebbles for each L. (Ask Ls before the lesson to bring in pebbles.) Tell
Ls to close their eyes and start making noise with their pebbles when you touch their heads and to stop hitting the
pebbles when you touch their heads again. Walk around and make Ls to tap their their pebbles against each other.
In this way Ls make the sounds of rain gradually getting stronger first, then when their heads are touched again
one by one, the sounds of rain decrease and finally stop.
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Where are you? – vocabulary practice, hiding game
10 mins

 Asking and answering in English
 Playing a hide-and-seek game together
 Memory (Extension)
Names of colours, deer, squirrel, ant, bird, bear, snake, butterfly, frog,
Where are you? Here I am
Frontal
Individual
8 picture cards (A5 ) of forest animals on them: deer, squirrel, ant, bird,
bear, snake, butterfly, wolf; coloured chalks, a sponge
Games

Description
Before the lesson:
Prepare picture cards (A5) of eight forest animals: deer, squirrel, ant, bird, bear, snake, butterfly, wolf.
In class, use picture cards to revise or teach names of forest animals. Ask L1 to come to the board, choose coloured
chalk and a picture card and ask Ls to name an animal of that colour L1: Red squirrel.
Stick the card of the squirrel on the board and tell L1 to take a red chalk and draw a spot next to the card on the
board. Have each L do the same one by one. Since there are only 9 picture cards, tell the others to draw a spot next
to the card they choose with coloured chalk. Ask them to use colours different from the ones on the board.
Ask Ls to hide in class. Say the name of an animal and a colour next to it.
T: Blue snake, where are you?
The L who put the picture of the snake on the board and drew a blue spot next to it answers.
L1: Here I am. Ask L1 to come to the board and wipe off his/her spot from the board. Then, he/she calls the next L
by saying a colour and animal combination from the board.
L1: Red squirrel, where are you? L2 who had the picture of the squirrel and drew a red spot next to it answers the
question.
L2: Here I am.
Go on playing the game and ask Ls to listen and answer if they can hear the colour they used for drawing the spot
on the board and the name of the animal they have chosen.
Ls call and answer each other in chain, until all the spots are wiped off the board.
Variation for Ls who need practice in other vocabulary area
Instead of forest animals play the game with vocabulary Ls need practice in eg numbers, colours, fruits etc.
Extension
Wipe the coloured spots off the board and ask Ls to remember what colours there were next to each picture.
L1: A brown bear and a grey bear…
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Crocodiles in the river – catching game
7 mins

 Keeping the rules when playing a game with a partner
 Pronouncing new words accurately
 Concentration
crocodile, catch me, Are you hungry?, monkeys, parrots, snakes, get
across
colours (Variation )
action verbs: run, jump, swim, hop, fly
Whole class
a piece of string or chalk
Games

Description
Before the lesson:
Arrange the classroom to create enough room for the game.
Ask Ls what kind of animals live in the jungle. Elicit names (monkey, parrot, tiger, crocodile). Tell Ls that they will
play the role of jungle animals. Draw two paralel lines on the floor with chalk (or stick 2 strings on the floor with
blue tack) about 2 metres far from each other. Tell Ls that it is a river. Ask Ls to list animals that live in the river.
Elicit answers then tell them that there is also a crocodile living in this river. Explain Ls that this crocodile wants
to eat the animals who go into the river. Choose L1 to take the role of the crocodile. Ask L1 to stand between the
two lines (in the river). Tell Ls to stand either on the right or the left “bank” of the river and let them choose one
of three animal names.
T: What do you want to be? A parrot, a monkey or a snake?
L2: (a) snake.
L3: (a) monkey.
Go through the names of the animals Ls have chosen so that the crocodile can remember them.
Tell L1(the crocodile) to say an animal’s name.
L1: Parrots, get across.
Ask Ls who took the role of parrots to try to get across the river without being caught by the crocodile. The crocodile
can only catch them, if they are in the river. Ls have to tease the crocodile by saying
L: Are you hungry? Catch me, catch me.
If the crocodile catches a L, he/she becomes a crocodile as well, so there will be more and more crocodiles who can
catch animals in the river and this makes it more difficult to get across. When there is more than one crocodile, the
crocodile Ls have to discuss which animals they choose to get across the river and they have to call their names out
in chorus. The game is over when only one L is on the bank of the river.
Variation for Ls who need practice in the vocabulary of colours
Revise the vocabulary of colours. In this variation of the game there are only parrots and a crocodile. Ask L1 to
take the role of the crocodile. The other Ls are parrots. Instruct L1 (crocodile) to name the parrots that have to cross
the river. He/she can do that by choosing a colour.
L1: Blue parrots, get across. Ls who are wearing something blue have to get across the river. The crocodile tries to
catch them. Follow the procedures described above.
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Extension
Play a mime game with Ls. Ask Ls to listen to you. Give instructions. Ls have to carry out the actions if the
‘crocodile says’ it. Choose action verbs that Ls already know.
T: The crocodile says run. Ls mime running.
T: The crocodile says swim. Ls mime swimming.
T: Jump. Ls do not move.
If a L mimes an action when the the instruction was not preceeded by ‘the crocodile says’, he/she is out of the game
and sits down.
When Ls are confident in playing the game, choose a motivated L to give the instructions.
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Jungle party – boardgame
20 mins

Foci of skills
development

 Naming animals
 Understanding and using language for a game
 Playing a game together, keeping rules

Minimum language
required

Monkey, snake, parrot, crocodile, bird, party hat
Are you a …? (Extension)

Organisation
Materials

Cross-curricular links

Small groups
Boardgame (A4), dice, exercise book
Picture cards (app. 3 cm x 3 cm) of animals: monkey, snake, parrot, crocodile,
bird (Extension)
Games

Description
Before the lesson:
Make a photocopy of the board game for each group of 3. Bring in a dice for each group.
Elicit names of jungle animals. Draw the pictures of the following animals on the board: monkey, snake, parrot,
crocodile and bird.
Ask Ls to draw 3 animals from the board in their exercise-books.
Ask a L to come to you and show his/ her drawing to the others.
T: What animals do you have, Laci?
L1: Monkey bird and snake, ….
Show them the boardgame.
The game: 2 or 3 Ls play on one board. Organize Ls into groups of 3. Ask them to take their rubbers, use them as
counters and put them on the start field. Explain Ls how to play the boardgame and demonstrate it with L1. The
aim of the game is to step on the fields of all the 3 animals which are drawn in their exercise books. L1 throws the
dice. He/ she should follow the path according to the number that he/she threw. For example, if the dice shows 5,
L1 can go in the direction where 5 can be seen. Model the game. Take L1’s exercise-book, ask Ls what they can
see in it. Ls tell the animals’ names.
T: Laci(L1) has to ask these animals to come to his jungle party. What are they?
L2: Monkey, snake, bird.
T: Laci, Put your rubber on the START field and throw the dice. 5. Can you see 5 from the START?
L1: No.
T: You can’t move now. (to L2) Gyuri, it’s your turn. Throw the dice. 3. Can you see 3? Yes. Go there. What animal
is it?
L2: A crocodile.
T: Have you got a crocodile in your exercise-book? (Show his exercise-book to the others.) Yes? Draw a party hat
on the crocodile’s head. L1 draws a party hat in his/her exercise-book on the crocodile’s head - a triangle with stars
in it. (Introduce what a party hat is and draw it on the board on the crocodile’s head if needed.)
Tell Ls that when they step on a picture of an animal they have to name it.
If they have that type of animal in their exercise-books, they draw a party hat on its head (it means that that animal
comes to the party). Then it’s the next L’s turn. L1, L2 and L3 take turns in throwing the dice, choosing a path to
take and naming an animal. If there is no path labelled by the number the dice shows, L1 misses a turn.
The game is over when the winner has all the three animals in his/her exercise-book wearing a party hat.
Give a dice to each group. Monitor around and help Ls if needed.
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Variation for Ls who can say simple sentences
Besides jungle animals, draw other animals’ pictures in the bubbles of the boardgame that Ls have already learnt.
Follow the procedure described above.
Extension
Prepare picture cards (app. 3 cm x 3 cm) of the 5 animals, one for each L. Ask Ls not to show their cards to anyone.
Tell Ls that they will take up the roles of these animals and they will have to mingle in class and find those Ls who
are also the same kind of animal eg. crocodiles have to find all the other crocodiles and have a party together. Model
the game with L1 (eg. L1 has a crocodile on his/her card.)
L1: Are you a crocodile?
L2: No.
L1: Are you a crocodile?
L3: Yes. L1 and L3 hold hands.
L1, L3: Are you a crocodile?
L4: Yes. L1, L3 and L4 hold hands in chain…
When all Ls have found their groups, ask the groups to form circles and choose a song they all like. Give time limit.
Tell the groups that they are at a party. Ask them to sing their songs and dance at the party.
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Jump in the jungle – action game
20 mins

 Naming animals
 Building association between words and corresponding pictures
 Recalling words from memory (Extension)
Names of animals: snake, monkey, bird, crocodile, parrot, tiger, butterfly
Small groups
2 sets of 7 picture cards with the animals on them: snake, monkey, bird,
crocodile, parrot, tiger, butterfly Set 1: seven A4 size picture cards laminated
or on thick paper
Set 2: seven app. 4 cm x 8 cm size cards
Sports

Description
Before the lesson:
Prepare two sets of picture cards of animals (snake, monkey, bird, crocodile, parrot, tiger, butterfly) for each group,
One set contains A4 size picture cards, the other has the same pictures on small cards of 4 cm x 8cm. Move desks
and chairs in class to make enough space on the floor for the game.
Revise the names of jungle animals with the help of the small picture cards, arrange Ls into groups of 4.
Tell Ls that they will be animals in the jungle. Give two sets of picture cards (both sizes) to each group. Ask the
groups to put their their A4 picture cards in a circle face up on the floor. These cards will be the fields where Ls will
have to move. Tell Ls to place the small sets of cards face down in a pile in the middle of the circle.
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Demonstrate the game with a group. Tell L1 to stand in the middle of the circle, take a card from the pile in the
middle of the circle and say the name of the animal he/she can see on it.
L1: (pulls a card) Snake.
Tell L2 to start moving on the A4 sheets from one to the next - miming the movement of the animal that L1 said eg.
miming the swirling movement of a snake with his/her arms… Ask L1 to tell L2 where to start. L2 has to say the
names of the animals he/she moved on at a time but skip the picture of the snake.
L2: (While moving on the cards from one to another) Bird, crocodile,…(misses the snake), monkey, butterfly, parrot,
tiger.
When L2 finishes the circle, he/she takes the role of L1 in the middle of the circle and pulls a card for L3. All Ls in
the group take turns in going around and in pulling a card from the middle pile.
When Ls understand the game, ask them to start playing it in groups. Monitor around and help them if needed.
Variation for Ls who are not confident in using the new vocabulary
All the Ls say the animal names in chorus while L1 is moving from pictures to picture on the floor.
Extension
When Ls are confident in naming the animals in the circle, tell them to turn an A4 card face down and ask Ls to
start moving in the circle on the cards while listing the names of animals one by one in the circle including the card
face down. Then, turn another card face down and let Ls say the names of all the animals again. Turn a new picture
card face down in every round to make the game more and more difficult for Ls to remember. Go on playing the
game until all the cards are face down and Ls have to say the names of the animals from memory. If a L doesn’t
remember the name of an animal, the other Ls can help him/her.

